Senescence is a nearly universal feature of multicellular organisms, and understanding why it occurs is a long-standing problem in biology. The two leading theories posit that aging is due to (i) pleiotropic genes with beneficial early-life effects but deleterious late-life effects (''antagonistic pleiotropy'') or (ii) mutations with purely deleterious late-life effects (''mutation accumulation''). Previous attempts to distinguish these theories have been inconclusive because of a lack of unambiguous, contrasting predictions. We conducted experiments with Drosophila based on recent population-genetic models that yield contrasting predictions. Genetic variation and inbreeding effects increased dramatically with age, as predicted by the mutation theory. This increase occurs because genes with deleterious effects with a late age of onset are unopposed by natural selection. Our findings provide the strongest support yet for the mutation theory.
S
enescence is the decline in organismal fitness and performance with age, and it is a nearly universal feature of multicellular organisms (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Two evolutionary models predict that senescence will evolve because, with few exceptions, the force of natural selection declines with adult age (6) . Both theories require the existence of genes with age-specific effects, but the kind of age-specific gene action that is required differs (6) . According to the antagonistic pleiotropy (AP) theory, pleiotropic alleles that increase survival or reproduction early in life but decrease survival or reproduction late in life can accumulate in populations, because the selective advantage of the early benefits outweighs the late-life disadvantage. Under the mutation accumulation (MA) theory, alleles with purely detrimental effects can also accumulate if those effects are confined to late life when selection against them is weak. Thus under both theories, populations harbor alleles that are deleterious in old but not in young individuals.
Ramifications of the two theories are quite different. Under AP, senescence is due to a ''tradeoff'' between early-and late-life fitness, and any genetic or evolutionary change in senescence will be accompanied by changes in early-life fitness components. In contrast, the MA theory suggests that senescence is caused, at least in part, by alleles that are neutral early in life, and thus genetic or evolutionary changes in senescence need not be accompanied by any change in early-life fitness. In principle, senescence could be slowed or delayed by artificially selecting on late-life fitness or by genetic manipulation of late-acting deleterious alleles, and there would be no cost incurred at earlier ages.
These two theories have been subjected to several experimental tests, but previous attempts to distinguish between them have been inconclusive because of a lack of clear and contrasting predictions (4, (7) (8) (9) . Of the two, AP has received the strongest support, with studies consistently showing negative genetic correlations between early-and late-life fitness, which is a prediction only of the AP theory (reviewed in refs. 9 and 10). Thus far, the evidence in support of MA is more ambiguous. Most tests have concentrated on measuring age-specific additive genetic variation in fitness traits, because an age-related increase was predicted under MA (11) . Some studies have reported such an increase (12, 13) , whereas others show an early increase followed by a late-life decline in variance (7, 14, 15) . These studies leave the issue unresolved, because they differed in both experimental and statistical methodology (8) and subsequent theoretical work showed that increases in additive variance with age could result under the AP as well as the MA theories (7) .
Recently, new quantitative genetic models have provided several predictions that can be used to distinguish the two processes (7) . For example, if MA contributes to senescence, fitness components such as reproductive success and survival will exhibit age-related increases in dominance (V D ) and homozygous genetic variance (V H ) in addition to additive variance (V A ). Inbreeding depression (ID) will also increase with age. The increase occurs because the genetic variances and inbreeding load are proportional to the equilibrium frequencies of deleterious alleles, and these frequencies will increase with age under MA. In contrast, AP will not lead to age-related increases in V D , V H , or ID, although it can contribute to increases in V A under some conditions (7) .
We tested these predictions by measuring age-specific reproductive success for 100 different genotypes of Drosophila melanogaster, produced from all possible crosses among 10 isogenic lines derived from a single, randomly breeding population. We chose to measure reproductive success rather than survival because of the complications involved in estimating variance components for survival data (8, 16) . The age-specific reproductive output of 6,000 flies contributed to these measures, and 66,183 offspring of these flies were counted to get age-specific measures of genetic variance and ID.
Methods
We first created 25 different isogenic lines from wild-type flies from the Ives (IV) laboratory population of D. melanogaster. This population is inversion-free and laboratory-adapted (13, 17, 18) , which minimizes biases in genetic variance estimates due to novel-environment effects (19) . Each line was genetically identical for both the second and third chromosome, which accounts for Ϸ80% of the Drosophila genome. We first placed the second and third chromosome balancer T (2, 3) A1-W (20) on an IV genetic background to create a balancer stock in which the X and Y chromosomes were derived from the IV population. These and all subsequent crosses were conducted so as to avoid hybrid dysgenesis (e.g., ref. 13). Crossing females from the balancer stock to a single wild-type male from the IV population and then backcrossing a single F 1 male to balancer females produced F 2 flies that were identically heterozygous for a single wild-type second and third chromosome balanced over the T (2, 3) A1-W reciprocal translocation. X-chromosome variation was present in these lines, but all X chromosomes were derived from the IV population. This within-line variation due to X-linked genes would have contributed to the residual and not the genetic variation among lines. We randomly chose 10 lines from the original 25, the only criterion being that the wild-type chromosomes were homozygous-viable. The 10 isogenic lines were crossed in all possible combinations, with each line used as both This paper was submitted directly (Track II) to the PNAS office.
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sire and dam (a complete diallel design with reciprocal crosses) to yield 100 different genotypes (10 homozygous genotypes resulting from crossing a line to itself, and 90 heterozygous genotypes resulting from crossing two different lines). Six replicate crosses were made per genotype, organized into three blocks that each contained two replicates of each cross. Different sets of parents were used in each replicate, and thus none of the six replicates shared any individual parents.
Virgin males and females were collected from each isogenic line. Three to six days after collection, we placed equal numbers of males and females into laying bottles in each of the 100 different combinations of the diallel design. Laying bottles contained molasses-agar laying medium and yeast paste. During a single 12-h period, we collected first-instar larvae from each bottle and transferred them to rearing vials at a density of 20 larvae per vial. Adult virgin males and females representing the 100 experimental genotypes then were collected from each rearing vial during a single 12-h period. For each replicate of each genotype, five male and five female flies from each line were placed together in a vial to assay the age-specific reproductive success of the genotype. Flies were transferred to fresh vials without anesthesia every 7 days until all flies in a vial had died. At each transfer dead flies were removed and counted. Each laying vial was retained for 10 days after the experimental flies were removed. This period maximizes the number of first-generation offspring produced while eliminating the possibility of counting any second-generation offspring. All offspring from each vial were counted, and the age-specific reproductive success of each set of experimental flies was recorded.
We calculated age-specific additive and dominance variance from the noninbred crosses using the method of Cockerham and Weir (21, 22) . This method estimates genetic variance components from the general and specific combining abilities of the parental lines plus reciprocal-general and reciprocal-specific combining abilities from the reciprocal effects of parental lines. The full diallel design uses each parental line as both sire and dam and therefore includes reciprocal crosses for each unique combination of second and third chromosomes. We first tested for reciprocal effects in parental lines and in crosses within lines by constructing general linear models including and excluding these effects and comparing likelihood ratios. Because the reciprocal effects all were nonsignificant (reciprocal effects within parental line: 2 ϭ 1.50, P ϭ 0.22; reciprocal effects within cross: 2 ϭ 0.01, P Ͼ 0.92), we reduced the model to one containing only general and specific combining abilities, from which estimates of additive, dominance, and residual variance were computed (23, 24) . Only noninbred lines were used in this analysis to avoid bias from ID in the homozygous lines.
After square-root transformation, data from the first four age classes (days 7, 14, 21, and 28) of the heterozygous crosses conformed well to the assumptions of the variance component analyses. Older age classes (Ͼ28 days) deviated substantially from assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity, because few replicates were still producing offspring at those ages, yielding large numbers of zero values. We therefore report variance components only for the first four age classes. No replicates were lost during this time period, thus avoiding the problem of some previous analyses in which late-age variance components could be biased because only a subset of the replicates were represented at late ages (14, 15) . Predictions of the population-genetic models of MA and AP (7) refer to scaled variance components such that the transformed data from each age and block were standardized to a mean value of 1.0 before analysis.
To test the significance of the genetic effects and the change of variance components with age, we fit a general linear model that included the effects of block, age, parental line (line), crosses between parental lines (cross), and all interactions of these effects. Block and age were treated as fixed effects. Line, cross, and all interactions involving line or cross were treated as random effects. The line effect provides a test for significance of the general combining ability of lines and therefore a test of the hypothesis that V A Ͼ 0. The cross effect provides a test for the significance of special combining ability and tests the hypothesis that V D Ͼ 0. The line-by-age interaction allowed us to test the hypothesis that V A changes significantly with age, and the cross-by-age interaction provides the analogous test for V D . To conduct these tests, we used SAS Proc Mixed with restricted maximum-likelihood estimation of random effects and likelihood ratio tests of significance (25) .
ID was calculated as (w o Ϫ w i )͞w o , where w o was the mean age-specific reproductive success of noninbred lines, and w i was the mean of inbred lines (26) . We calculated ID for the first six age classes (7-42 days). We did not calculate ID after 42 days, because some lines would have had to be dropped from the analysis because all the flies had died, and these ages therefore would have yielded biased estimates of ID. To avoid pseudoreplication in testing for significant ID, we calculated the mean for all inbred and outbred lines in a block and then conducted paired t tests on the block means of square-root-transformed data. A significant difference between inbred and outbred means was taken as evidence that the ID was significantly greater than zero; tests were one-tailed based on the expectation that inbred means would be less than noninbred means. The reported values and standard errors of ID were calculated from block means of untransformed data. To determine whether inbreeding load increased significantly with age, we conducted a two-way ANOVA on the block mean estimates of reproductive success for inbred and noninbred individuals. The effects of age, inbreeding status (inbred or noninbred), and interaction were included in the model; all were treated as fixed effects. All significance tests were performed on transformed, standardized data.
We calculated the genetic variance among homozygous lines (V H ) as the among-line variance component in a general linear model using restricted maximum-likelihood procedures; standard errors were calculated as described for ID. One isogenic line had a mean inbred fitness of Ͻ50% of the outbred mean. ID and V H were calculated both with and without this line, because recessive alleles with sublethal effects might have genetic properties unrepresentative of mildly detrimental alleles (27) .
We also calculated genotypic correlations between age classes using restricted maximum likelihood by fitting two parameters (genetic and nongenetic) and constraining other components to be zero in the quantitative genetic program QUERCUS (28) . The significance of correlations was tested by likelihood ratio tests, and the reported standard errors were the large-sample standard errors calculated by QUERCUS.
Results
Mean reproductive success decreased with age for both homozygous and heterozygous genotypes, indicating substantial senescence (Fig. 1) . ID was significantly greater than zero at each age, and the magnitude of ID increased 3-fold between 7 and 42 days of adult age (Table 1) . A two-way ANOVA of the block means of reproductive success for inbred and noninbred individuals showed that the effects of age, inbreeding status, and interaction were all highly significant (Table 2) . We evaluated the linear trend of ID with age by treating age as a continuous covariate in an analysis of covariance with inbreeding status as the main effect. The inbreeding-by-age interaction was significant [F(1,32) ϭ 41.7, P Ͻ 0.0001]. To determine whether the trend was solely due to the dramatic increase in ID in the last two age classes, we repeated this analysis with the last age class excluded and with the last two age classes excluded. The interaction term was significant in both cases [F(1,26) ϭ 19.1, P ϭ 0.0002 and  F(1,20) ϭ 13.9, P ϭ 0.013, respectively].
Similar to the ID, the additive and dominance genetic variation increased dramatically between 7 and 28 days of age (Fig.  2) . The analysis shown in Table 3 indicates that effects of line and cross were highly significant, as were the line-by-age and crossby-age interactions, indicating that both the general and specific combining abilities change significantly with age. Because the fitness measure was the total age-specific reproductive success of 10 individuals of a specific genotype, there is a possibility that some of the change in genetic variance with age might have been caused by density-or frequency-dependent fitness changes among genotypes. We therefore repeated the above analysis on a data set that included only those observations in which six or more individuals remained alive after the 21-day census. The analysis therefore was restricted to observations in which only small or moderate changes in density occurred over the time period under investigation (45 vials were excluded). The lineby-age and cross-by-age effects were still significant (line ϫ age: 1 2 ϭ 40.3, P Ͻ 0.0001; cross ϫ age: 1 2 ϭ 5.1, P ϭ 0.02), and the proportion of total variance accounted for by each of these effects remained essentially unchanged (line ϫ age: 0.122 before vs. 0.150 after exclusion; cross ϫ age: 0.080 before vs. 0.082 after exclusion), indicating that the increase in genetic variance with age was unlikely to be caused by density-dependent fitness effects. Unfortunately, we could not evaluate the potential for sex ratio-dependent fitness effects in this experiment, because we did not census males and females separately. It should also be noted that variance due to epistasis and linkage disequilibrium can contribute to the variance estimates reported here (23, (29) (30) (31) . However, these effects would have to increase systematically with age to account for our results, a pattern that to our knowledge has not been reported.
The MA theory also predicts that the variance among homozygous lines (V H ) will increase with age, whereas the AP theory does not predict an increase. We found that with all lines included, V H increased dramatically between 7 and 21 days of adult life but then declined to zero (Table 4) . With the low-fitness line 8 excluded, V H behaved similarly. By 28 days, two-thirds (40͞60) of the homozygous replicates had zero reproductive success. The analysis at 28 days therefore had little power to detect significant variation among lines (1-␤ ϭ 0.27 for ␣ ϭ 0.05). With only ages 7-21 days included, the age-by-line interaction was marginally nonsignificant ( 1 2 ϭ 3.22, P ϭ 0.07). However, the linear trend with age was highly significant ( 1 2 ϭ 18.2, P Ͻ 0.0001).
The AP and MA theories also make contrasting predictions with respect to genetic correlations (r G ) between age classes (13, 32) . The antagonistic interactions between early-and late-age effects that characterize the AP theory should lead to negative genetic correlations (r G Ͻ 0) between early and late fitness traits. MA predicts that r G Ͻ 1, because genetic effects at different ages will be at least partially independent. Under MA, correlations between adjacent age classes can be high (r G Ͼ Ͼ 0) if deleterious alleles have effects that span several age classes (32) . Our estimates of genetic correlations were positive and generally moderate in value; they also had large standard errors, which is typical of genetic correlations even in large experiments (Table  5) . One correlation was large and significantly positive (that between 21 and 28 days of age), but the others were not significantly different from zero by likelihood ratio tests. These estimates suggest that genetic correlations among early and late ages were not negative and probably fell in the range predicted by MA, although the large standard errors make this conclusion tentative. All estimates of phenotypic correlations were also positive, with four of six being significantly greater than zero.
Discussion
We found strong support for all the predictions of the MA theory of the evolution of senescence. In a previous test of these predictions, ID and additive variance were found to increase with age for two measures of male fitness, but neither trait exhibited significant dominance variance (7). The previous study evaluated the results of a partial diallel breeding design that included more parental lines, but fewer crosses among the lines, than the full diallel used here. Thus the present study had better power for detecting dominance variance. The power to detect V D is critical to tests of senescence theories, because an age-related increase in V D appears to be a unique prediction of the MA theory, whereas V A can increase under either model. ID also can increase in the absence of MA if old individuals are more susceptible to the deleterious effects of inbreeding. We therefore believe this study presents the strongest support yet for the MA model of senescence. Although providing good power to detect changes in V D , a potential drawback of the complete diallel design we used is that relatively fewer chromosomes can be sampled from the base population than if a partial diallel design were used. However, the goal here was not to make broad inferences about the standing genetic variation in the base population, as has been done elsewhere (13, 33) , but to test specific predictions that genetic variation and inbreeding load should increase with age. This prediction was upheld for the sample of genotypes tested. Also, there is no a priori reason to suspect that the genotypes we used were unrepresentative. In fact, our estimates of ID and genetic variance in young flies (7 days) were very similar to those reported for other early-life Drosophila fitness components. On a standardized scale [the mild detrimental load, D m (34), adjusted for the portion of the genome made homozygous], our measure of the inbreeding load was 0.46 compared with 0.39 for an estimate for male mating success (33) and 0.35 for estimates of egg-adult viability (34) . Our estimates for additive and dominance variance [again on a standardized scale of coefficients of genetic variation (35)] were 4.5 and 11.8 respectively, compared with mean values of 7.2 and 12.4 for several other early-life fitness components (36) .
There have been two other reports of age-specific measures of variance components that were used to test the MA model, but neither provided conclusive evidence in support of or against the model. Promislow et al. (14) and Tatar et al. (15) measured mortality rates and female fecundity in 25 heterozygous genotypes produced from a partial diallel cross among 10 secondchromosome isogenic lines. Neither study reported ID estimates, because within-line crosses were not made, and neither study found significant V D at any age. The relatively small number of heterozygous genotypes used (25 vs. 100 in our experiment) could account for the failure to detect significant V D . The experiments should have had reasonable power to detect changes in V A . The V A estimates for female fecundity behaved somewhat erratically early in life but did increase late in life. Overall, the pattern was consistent with a linear age-specific increase over the span of ages reported (3-31 days) (15) .
Mortality data demonstrated increasing V A during the first 3 (female) or 5 (male) weeks of life, but V A decreased in both sexes at later ages (14) . Our analysis of V A did not extend beyond 4 weeks of age because of cessation of reproduction of many replicates beyond that age; thus, if a decrease in V A occurs beyond this age, we would not have observed it. However, there were sources of bias in the Promislow et al. (14) study that might have contributed to the apparent decrease at late ages. Uncontrolled genetic variation from the balancer stock was present in the isogenic lines used in that study, and there was apparently no control for hybrid dysgenesis. Both factors would contribute additional within-genotype heterogeneity that was not present in our study. Uncontrolled variation within genotypes is a concern, because it can lead to dramatic underestimates of genetic variance at late ages (37, 38) . Thus, although it is not possible to eliminate all sources of within-genotype variation (39), our experiment contained fewer sources of such variation. In addition, the earlier study included different subsets of observations at different ages, because some observations had no live flies during late-age classes and thus were excluded, whereas other replicates were excluded at early ages because they had zero mortality.
Alternately, the contrasting results could reflect real differences in the genetic variation that influences age-specific mortality and reproductive success. A recent treatment of the MA model indicates that deleterious mutations with effects spanning age classes can lead to plateaus in V A at late ages (32) . If mutations affecting different life-history traits vary in their degree of age specificity, different patterns of genetic variance with age will arise. Currently there is little data relevant to this question, although one study has indicated high, positive mutational correlations between reproduction and longevity (40) .
Although our results support the MA theory, they do not necessarily contradict the AP theory. AP has received considerable support from artificial-selection experiments (9) , which probably are the best way to detect negative genetic correlations between early-and late-life fitness components. The AP and MA processes are not mutually exclusive, and both could contribute to senescence. One indication that both processes are operating in our population is that the age-related increase in additive variance is nearly as large as the increase in dominance variance. If MA alone causes senescence, the dominance variance should increase much faster than the additive variance (7). In our study, the two components increased at nearly the same rate until day 21 ( Fig. 2) , although the dominance variance increased faster after that age. AP could have caused some of the increase in the additive component. Also, AP can lead to senescence even if pleiotropic genes contribute very little genetic variation, because selection can cause near fixation of alleles with beneficial early and deleterious late effects and near elimination of alleles with the reverse pattern of action (41, 42) . Indeed, many of the recently discovered ''aging'' genes in Drosophila and other model organisms may fall into this category (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) . Many of these genes seem to have antagonistic pleiotropic effects, but thus far there is no evidence that polymorphism in these genes is associated with fitness variation within natural populations.
The AP model is consistent with the existence of a few genes with individually large effects on late-life fitness, whereas the MA process should lead to the maintenance of many deleterious alleles at intermediate frequencies within populations, and these alleles can have individually small effects on late-life performance and health. Current methods of identifying aging genes (such as mutation studies and quantitative trait locus-mapping experiments) are most effective in finding alleles of large effect, and even well designed studies will probably miss genes with small effects. Novel approaches are needed to find such genes, and a promising technique is illustrated by a recent mRNA microarray study that indicated that aging is accompanied by changing expression levels in thousands of genes (49) . Combining this technique with assays of within-population genetic variation could be a fruitful approach to identifying the genes of small effect predicted under the MA model.
